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This 'is the first of two papers dealing with construction and use of 
aerial tramways in the metal"':mini~' iriciU:stry" 'It describes practices and 
equipment 'use'd in tramway cons't'ruct{an' and discusses the design of tram
ways. The' 'second paper will 'describe the ' co~st;uct ion and operation of 
tramways andgliie operating c'osts. " 

The author' 'a'c1q1owl'e'dge's' the cooperation of a number of caDle and tram
way manufacturers wh'o 'supplIed pr'acti'cal manUfacturing' data and other 
valuable informatibn. Full' cred'i t' ror formUlas used in the design of 
aerial tramways i'Ef given' to Edward B. Durham.1' and F. C. Oarstarphen.:±I 

HISTORY 

The early history of aerial tramnClYs is ao'scure, but apparently the 
first important installat ion "as made in Germany in 1860. Th is was a tram
way of the ' continuous monocable type and was follo~ed later on by one of 
~he cont inuous ' b icablo' type. Ea::ly sy~~eTJ1s of various types Vi~~e developed 
In Germa 'and E land and were Introduced in America in 188 .21 

Durham, Eduard' B., Aerial' Trar:n-;rays n.nd Cablew-ays: ilUning Engineers r 
Handbook "by Peele, ' 2d ed~; 1927~ 'voL '2~ sec. 26~ ' p.1745. 

>:Jj Oarstarphon; F.,C. A Simple Method.·of Oomputin~?;':befle6tiOIls of 'a. eable 
Span Oal'rying 'Mul t iple Loads Evenly Spaced: Colorado Sch. Mines ,Mag., 
vol. 19, ·no. -12, 'Decembt:r'1929, p. 15'~' . ',, - _ . .. " . .... 

21 American Steel & Wire Co. catalog for 1935. 
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Without doubt the early systems were limited in capacity and efficien
cy and probably we;e used only in places to which they were peculiarly 
adapted. With improvement in metallurgical,construction, and engineering 
practices, their capacity, efficiency, and usefulness has been greatly ex
tended, until today aerial trams are found in many industries, competing 
successfully with other modes of transportation. 

TYPES OF 1'MMWAYS 

The two types of tramways most generally used are the double-rope 
continuous tramway and the jig-back or reversible tramway. The double-rope 
tramway consists of two stationary or track cables and an endless traction 
cable, with a number of carriers attached at more or less equal intervals 
by means of grips. The traction rope runs around sheaves at the terminals 
and is generally operated by a motor and controlled by sui table braking 
equipment. Usually, the carriers are detached at the terminals for loading 
and unloading and reattached for dispatching. When loads are transported 
downhill the motor acts as a brake or control while the tram is operating, 
and in many instances powGr is generat8d and put back into the line. 

The jig-back tram may be of the single reversible type or the double 
reversible type. In the single' reversi1:;lle type there is one track cable 
on which a single carrier is operated by a traction cable attached to a 
hoist or sheave and operated by a motor. The motor operates in one direc-
tion to transport the load from the loading terminal to the discharge 
terminal and is reversed to bring the empty carrier back to the loading 
te~minal. The double reversible tramway operates the same as the Single 
reversible tramway, except that there are two track cables with a carrier 
on each. It is generally operated by a single traction cable running 
around a sheave and with a carrier attached to each end. 

Jig-backs of 150 tons per hour capacity are in use, but generally 
their capacity is less than this. Due to the reversing feature of their 
operation, they are generally more limited in capacity than are tram~7ays 
of the ('cauble-rope continuous type. They can be operated at much higher 
speed than other types of tramways, and this compensates in part for their 
limita tions in other respects. In order to work successfully, they should 
be built with the track cables at a fairly uniform inclination, which tends 
to limit their length. ,A double reversib16 jig-back requires about the 
same amount of cable as a double-rope continuous tramway, and because of 
this the diff8rence in their costs m~ be negligible. 

Distance is a limiting factor in the capacity of tramr:ays of this 
type. This is because the numoer of carriers is limited to two. The 
relation of distance to capacity of 2.. jig-back tram is sirIilar to the re
l~tion of depth of a shaft to the hOisting capacity of a mine hoist • 

.A, third typo of tram'r7ay used occasionally is the monocable cont inuous 
tram. This consists of a single endless cable running around sheaves and ' 
with carriers spaced at about equal ' dist[1.nces. Tho cf1ble perform~ the 
double duty of suppor~.ing 2-np, propelling the loads. In some systems the 
carriers are' dct achnblc, wh ilo in others they are fixGd to the cable. 
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When they are fixed, loading and unloading must be done while they are in 
motion. Detachable carriers .are equipped w·ith rollers so that they can be 
run on a ran at the terminals. The towers ,are equipped with rollers de
signed'so that the carriers will pass over them. 

Tramways of this t2rpe are rather common in England and Europe, but are 
less common in North America, except where they are used for light duty, 
such as carrying fruit and other light material. Systems up to 30,000 feet 
in length are in successful use. Some American manufacturers have dis
continued building them, whereas, others who still build them maintain that 
they are v.ery satisfac~~ for iong distances and large capacities. 

A very successful tram of this type is used by the Hollinger Gold 
Mining Co., OntariO, Canada,21 for hauling and distribut ing sand and' gravel 
for back filling in the mines. This tram, which was built by an English 
manufacturer, is . 3.6 miles long and the difference in elevation between the 
loading and discharge terminals is only 100 feet. The rope speed is 527 
feet per minute, and the capacity of the carriers is 1,900 pounds, the 
hourly; capacity of the tram being 190 tons. The cable is 1-5/16 inches. in 
diameter and is operated at a tension of 26,000 pOQ~ds. Several cables 
have been worn out since the tram was installed. The last cable was still 
in use after having transported over 1 1/2 million tons of sand. The costs 
are about 6 cents per ton, including tram operation, maintenance and re-

,placement of cable, cost of unloading the buckets, and maintenance of distri
buting equipment, towers, etc. 

This trao was bv.n t in a country where the topography is very "favor
able. The terrain is comparatively level, which makes it possible to space 
the towers very closely and hence operate. the cable at a comparatively low 
ten£!ion for a tram of its- capacity. Furthermore, the difference in eleva.,. 
tion between the highest and 10':vest point - in this cClse, the terlT.in'lls -
is not enough to cause any serious increase in tension at the upper ter"1i
nal. In rough country, where difficult profiles cannot be avoided a'1d con
sequently close spacing of towers is impossible, the cable tension for a 
tra~ of 190 tons per hour capacity wo~d have to be 30,000 pounds or More 
8,t the 10'l;1'est pOint. If the differenc~ in elevation bet\;een the highest 
and lo~est point were 1,500 feet, which is not unusual, the tension at the 
highest point would be increased by 28,000 pounds, due to the weight of the 
loads and the cable, making a total of 58,000 pounds. This would indicate 
that monocable systems &~ould be avoided .in rough, steep countries because 
of the impossibility of avoiding excessive tenSion in the running cable. 

Of the three types of trar1wa;ys mentionAd, the double-rope continuous 
type is the one Most commonly used in tne motal-mining industry. It .is 
also the most flexible and lends itself nore readily to varying topography, 
long distances, a'1d large capacities than does any other type. The re
mainder of this pap6r >lill be devoted to a discussion of trafJways of this 
type. Formulas used for c<lble deflect ions are appl icable to trafJVlays of 

§] Willians, Maurice E., ProcureMent, Transportation, and Distribution of 
I19,ckfillatthe Hollinger Mine: Canaclian Min. Jour. t vol. 56 no 9 

4 l , • J 

S~pteMber 1935, pp. 18-421. 
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any type. In general, the structures for supporting the cables are essential-
ly the same for all t~~es, e~cept that rail structures, tension stations, 
and anchor stations would seldom, if ever, be used on tramways of the jig~ 
back type or the monocable cont inuous type. 

Automatically operated tramways 

With the automatically operated traiTIw3;y, a tripping device discharges 
the load while it is in motion, and the carrier remains gripped to the 
traction cable as it pa.sses around a sheave designed for that purpose. 
Loading is done from chutes that have mechanically operated gates . The 
carr iers generally are 1mgripped for loading, but sy stems are in use where
by the loading is done from a hopper that moves on overhead rails along with 
the carrier until the load is delivered to the carrier. In this way, load
ing is done without ungripping the buckets from the traction cable. There 
is no part icular advantage in this mothod of loa ding, and it tends to 
complicate the system by add.ing more moving parts than would otherwise be 
necGssary. Most of the heavy-duty systems used in the coal .... mining inctustry 
are unloadod automatically, but they are loaded from a stationary chute while 
the bucket is ungripp8d. 

Generally I only one man is required to op erate tramways of this kind. 
The operator is stationed in the loading ter ~ninal; he starts and stops the 
tram and works the levers that control the mechanically operated gates. 
Gripping and ungripping is dono automatically and the loads a re dispatched 
by an automatic timing device. 

The carriers of an aut,omatically operat ed tramway can be made to dis
charge their load at any point along tho lino. This is take.nadvantago of 
in the coal-mining industry, where they are used for mine-waste disposal. 
Other condit ions permitt ing, there is no reason why a tram of this kind 
could not be used for transporting mill tailings from the mill and discharg
ing them at points along the line and at the sa~e time transport ore from 
the mine to the mill. 

At metal-mining plants, where trams are usod for transporting timber, 
rails and other supplies to the mine as well a s for transporting ore and 
supplies from the mine, an automatically operated tram would have no ad
vantage over a ha"Yld.-opera ted system. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Applications and Limitations 

For transportation ovcr distances up to 25 miles in reg ions where the 
topography is extremely rough, or down precipitous slopes, aerial tramways 
have a great advantage over most other methods of transportation. Their 
operation is practically unaffected by snow or other weather conditions. 
Construction costs may va ry greatly with topography, but operating costs 
are affected very little. Mountain ranges are crossed and Tl'wine.s and 
streams are spanned without expensin) gr ading or other preliminary work. 
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. Aerial trams have been adopted at many mines as the only practical 

means of ,transportation. In the hish altitudes of Colorado and Utah, many 
mines are practically inaccessible during the winter months except by means 
of aerial trams. At these mines the trams are used for passenger service as 
well as for transporting all kinds of material to and from the mines. On 
the other hand, due to their efficiency and dependability, they are used in 
a great many places vrhere other methods of transportation are feasible. 

The capacity -of a tramway may range from 25 to 300 tons per hour, but 
in the metal-~ining industry their use has been limited largely to plants 
of less than 1,000 tons daily capacity. However, aerial trams could be 
used at metal-mining plants having capacities greatly in excess of this. 
They are used in the coal-mining indus try for transporting coal and_ mine 
waste at a cost as low as 1 cent per ton mile. The constructionind_ustry 
utilizes them for transporting sand and gravel. In the past 10 years they 
have been used on ,many large construction projects in every part of the 
covntry as the most economical and dependable means of transportation regard
less of the temporary nature of the work. 

Because of their great dependability, it has peen possible to operate 
tramways continuously and to transport as much as 6,000 tons of material 
every 24 hours. Tramways having greater capacities than this are in use now, 
and still greater capacities are planned. 

The feasibility of underground loading terminals has been proved and 
underground construction practices have 'been sufficiently worked out to 
permit the operation of carriers and traction cable in adits or tunnels of 
any length. Such arrangements make possible the transfer of ore from ore 
passes and underground bins directly to tramway carriors, thus eliminating 
underground motor haulage and extra handling of ore at the portal of the 
haulage tunnel. 

The traml''TBY of the -San Francisco Del Oro mines near Parral, Mexico, 
is an outstanding example of the application of aerial tramways to under
ground haulage problems. This tramway, described in the Engineering and 
Mining Journal of August 1936, runs underground in an adit for 3.000 feet. 

l~aximum Length 

A tramwRY 54 miles long is in operation in Columbia, South America, 
and projects are under way for still longer ones. Long tramways are built 
in sections, each operated by an independent traction cable passing around 
sheaves at the onds of each section. The carriers are automatically de
tached from the traction cable of one section and automatically attached to 
the traction cable of the next. The length of a section depends on the 
difference in elevation of the highest and lO''7est po int and also on the 
fri;tion necessary to be overcome by the traction cable. The track cables 
between sections are either continuous or connected by means of rail 
structures, and the carriers paRS from one section to the other '17i thout 
interruption. 
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Angle stations sometimes are found to be of great advantage in coun~ries 

having extremely rough topography. Instead of a straight line between termi
nals, an angle station permits one or more horizontal angles in the align
ment, a~d hence makes possible a choice of more suitable topography than 
would otherwise be possible. An angle station may be the ends of two sections, 
each operated by 2n independent traction cable, or the traction cable may 
pass through the angle station to the other part of the tram, making a con
tinuous system. In the former case the carriers would have to be detached 
a~d attached, as in the case of a long tr2mway built in sections. In the 
latter, the carriers remain gripped as the traction cable passes around 
sheaves designed for tha.t purpose. 

Factors Determining Capacity 

The three factors that determine the capacity of a tram are the cap
acity of the individual carriers, the spacing of the carriers, and the 
speed of the traction cable. Carriers having a capacity of 1,500 pounds 
or more cause excessive wear on the track cables, due to severe bending 
stresses caused by the rolling load, ~hich i s usually carried on two wheels. 
In the heavy-duty trams, t hese bending stress es have been reduced to a 
great extent by using carriers with four wheels, thus o.istributing the load 
over four points on the track cable instead of two. Extremely close spacing 
and high rope speeds are objectionable becaus e of the difficulties involved 
in handling the carriers at the terminals. With trams that operate auto
matically the rope speed should be less than the highest speed of hand
operated trams, but the spacing may be such that the carriers enter and 
leave ther terminals at the rate of four or five a minute. With hand-oper
ated trams, the rope speed should not exceed 600 feet a minute and the rate 
at which the carriers enter and leave the terminals should not exceed three 
a minute. 'fwenty tons Gn hour is about the low economic limit for tramways 
of the double-rope continuous type. 

Cable Anchorages, Tension, and Anchorage Stations 

The general practice in tramway construction is to anchor one end of 
a track cable in concrete or to a suitably constructed anchor station, and 
to s ecure the desired tension by suspending a weight at a tension station 
or at one of the terminals. With tramways up to 5,C-D0 feet long cables can 
be anchored at one terminal and weights suspended at the other. In the case 
of longer tramways, tension stations or anchor stations or both must be used. 
Figure 1 shows a double-tension station a~d figure 2 a double-anchor station. 
The number and location of these stations depend on the length of the tram 
and the topography of the region in which it is built. 

Cables are supported by towers at intermediate stations along the line 
wherever necessary. For tramways of moderate capacity, these towers gener
ally have but one point of support. The cables lie loosely in saddles and 
can slide forward and back as the load varies. 

Some tram\7ay engineers anchor both ends of the track cables. This 
practice undoubtedly has its advantages, especially on lines where great 
variations in sag may ba objectionable. In the case of weighted spans 
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tension constant but the sag varies v.'ith the loact. With anchored 
spans tlle sag has much less v8xiation, but the tension 
direct v.'ith the load. Because of this, anchored 

to take care of ons in load than is 
a weighted span for the same purpose. 

are on concave • as in broad , 
the are likely to lift out of the of the lower towers ~'1'hen 

of the line is 1L1'J.loaded. If the are anchored, is 
to than if are we On such s excessive 

variation to vru'iation in load on we ad spans can be 
the boxes to within about a foot of 

loaded. Then, if the line unloaded, 
rest a in sag takes This 

provides, to a great extent. the favorable characterist an 
span and has the tha.t the tension does not become ex-

cRssive if the is overloaded. 

3) o.nd the tower ( arc the two 
usod. The is economical 

not so sat 
and 

for steel construction. 
as there is not 
beam. 

area at the top for 

'::l1e through tower is V8r'J sturcty and is well to timber con-
struction but s almost as much material per t of as 
the to';ler. For trams it is built with nine posts, but 
for lines the two outside center posts can e left out. 

The hillside tower ( 
the touer for use on 

les is very s 
the posts on the 

outside of one norm31 to the 

On 
while on 
must be 

The difference in the 
at the of 

is of either the or 
steep where the inclination of the 
The po t s on the dOcFlli'1ill are 
side are on a line with or in a line a little 

cables_ 

to\'/"ers will be 
such ao on mountain 

of the cable on opposite sides of a tower 
the is known as the deflection at 

than 6° to go. If the de-that 
flection 
either a 

, the wear on the cables becomes excessive and 
or extra towers should be used. 
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Rai'_ structures 

Rail structures are from 15 to as much as 100 feet Ion?,; . The cables 
are supp orted at points from 5 to 10 ie(,t apa.rt, construct ed on the arc of 
a circular curve. A curV8d ra.il is fastened just abovE; the cable fo r the 
carriers to move on. ',[lhis saves excessive wear on the cables and provides 
a smooth- circular track for the loat to move on instead of a seri es of 
short chordc. Rail s tr~ctures can often be used to advantage as anchor and 
tension stations. 

Terminals and Operating Machinery 

Terminals (figs. 6 and 7) must. be pr::>vic'ced vrith bins for load.ing and. 
for discharging material. Where mine supplies are to be transported, 
sufficient floor space and SWitci18S must b8 provided. The carriers run on 
rails at the tenninals, and by means of a s imple t hrow switch they can be 
run on side tra,cKs for loading heavy materials such as timber and rails. 
The brakes and the machinery that operates t he traction cable are generally 
located at the loading ter::, inal. The machine ry consists :9rincipally of a 
sheave, ar01md_ whicn tho traction cabl e runs, ge.s.reci or bel ted to a motor. 
The motor acts eith p. r as a drive or 8. control, or bOt~1. 

If the cLiff Grence in elevation of terminals is not great, a smooth 
sheave is satisfactory. Generally, two of t 11ese are mounted on the same 
shaft. 'rhe trEwtion Cable pa:::.se::: around one, then a round_ an idler she&.ve, 
and then around the other. If t~le r e is much cHfference in elevation between 
the terminals, a Grip sheave is necessary . This consists of a sheave with 
jaws th2,t grip the traction rope in such manne r that it will not slip if it 
is kept at the proper tension. 

On most modern tramways the distance between cables, or the gqge, is 
8i ther- S or 10 feet. An 3-foot gage is sufficient except when the spans are 
extr emely long , in 1>lhich case a lO-foot gage would be advisable, as it would 
eliminate , to a great extent, the pos8~1)ility of the cables and carri ers 
swinging toge ther during severe '-~ torms. 

Construction materials 

Stee l and timber both are satisfactory for traml'ray structures. Steel 
lends itself more na.turally to complicatec1. de~;igns. It also eliminates the 
fire hazard, and has numerous other wlvantages. Present tenclenc ies are to 
use steel almost entirely, except in isolated localities. The first cost 
is from 40 to 60 percent l~Teater than for timber, but after a structure is 
once built it requires practically no attention. 

Timber has certain advantages over steel, especially in places where 
it is impossible to get prompt deliveries of fabricated steel parts. Suit
able timber generally can be obtained locally and vrhen such material is 
used construction of a tram can stLirt as soon as any part is designed. 
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With steel, construction must be delayed ~~til tae parts are fabricated and 
delivered, which is often 3 to 6lllOnths. Such delays are serious i:1 regbns 
where the climate is severe and where cor-struction work can be carried on 
during only 5 or 6 months of the year. Timber structures destro;y-ed by fire 
or by snow slides usually Cqn be rebuilt in from 10 to 30 days, whereas it 
might require months to replace a steel structure. . 

Timber structures require some attention after they hl1ve be -m completed. 
For the first year they sh~uld be inspected and the bolts tightened every 
30 days. After the first year, this procedure is not necessary more than 
once every 6 months. 

Concrete is preferable for foundation piers, althou~h good masonry 
also is satisfactory. Concrete has an advantage in that anchor bolts are 
more easily placed; and usually the cost is no more than for good stone 
masonry. Timber sills are very unsatisfactory because they may decay and 
settle unevenly, throwing the towers out of plumb and alignment. With tall 
towersthi s zr.igh t be very serious. 

Eguiument 

Carriers 

Each carrier has three parts! The carria ge or trolley, the h2llger, ~nd 
the bucket or rack for holding the ~aterial to be carried. The buckets used 
in metal. mining generally are pi ':oted on the hungers and are di scharged by 
dumping. In some coal-mining installations the buckets discharge from the 
bottom, which is latched and unlatched automatici1.1ly at the point of dis
charge. For material such as timber, pipe, and rails, special cp_rriers must 
be used. These are vety often ordinary carriers with the hangers bent into 
the form of a rack or provided with chains for fastening the material being 
handled. On the smaller trams two carriers are generally used for a load 
of timber or rails. On larger trams, where faux-wheel carriers are used, 
only one c~rrier is used for a load unless the material is extremely long. 

Types of Cables and Couplings 

Several kinds of cable have been developed by Americi1.n manufacturers 
for use as track cables. The two most co~~on are locked coil cable and 
smooth coil c~ble, both of which Rre satisfactor~r. The outside wires of 
locked coil cable ~"\.ve a cross section of the generrcl form of the figuxe 
8 and are interlocked in such a v:a;y tha t if one wire breaks it ce..llllot work 
loose. The exterior surface is smooth and forms an excellent track for 
the carriers to roll on. It gives longer service than any other type of 
cable and does not cause excessive wear 01 sad.dles Md carriages. Smooth 
coil cable is made up entirely of round wires. It rillS slightly greater 
tensile strength than lock coil cable but does not resist wear as well. Its 
cost is cansiderablyloss than that of lock coil, rmd for lines that are 
temporary, such as lines for construction jobs, it is just as satisfactory. 
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Track cables are generally made frorri a good gracle of crucible C8,st steel. 
This is not q\::.ite as high in tensi19 s tr~.::~th 85 ploVl stee;', from which hoist
ing ca'b1es usually are made, but i tresists Vlflar ·oetter ar.cl the wires do not 
break so soon. Because of their s·tiffness , plow-steel cablfls have a tendency 
to break davin n9ar tb.e saddles where. the bending stre:;;ses due to the rolling 
load are the greatest and beccmsc of r0pec.ted b\.mding. Stranded cables 
should be e,voided on acco~mt of the excessive we::;;r they cC?,Use in the saddles 
and carriages. 

Locked coil cables 2nd SI'lOoth coil c.<>.bl.,s ".:.r8 mad.e in lengths of 800 to 
1,500 feet. FaT sections of trar;Jway long:.: r than this tho cables .are .joined 
by couplings. These c01lplinc;s consist of two r01.~nci steel sockets froI'l 8 to 
12 inches long and ,0:>,8 small in diameter as is consistent 1Fi th strength. They 
are fasten8d togoth c~r by a steel plug vri th right and left hand thr8ads. One 
end of th9 bOl'e of Jacl} sock<3t is tapered so that the ends of the cable can 
be attached by moans of wodges or molten zinc. Zinc is considered mOTe 
satisfactory than wed.ges if the .iob i s donE:~ under f o.vorable condi tione. If 
the job is done in the f::' c ld 11l10.e r unfavorable vrcather .condi tions wedges are 
advisable. The couplinGs us c.ld for a ttaching the cables at tension stations, 
a:nchor stations, anet terminals are similar in principal to the line couplings. 
They consi s t of only one socket for fasteninr the cable and are fitted ",ri th 
a swivel, link, or some other device for att2,ch:i.ng to anchors or 'i7eights. 

The illOSt satisfactory traction cables ~1'8 m2"de from crucible cast steel 
wi th Lang-lay construction. The pliability of crucible cast steel and the 
long sections of wires ex:;:;osod by Lang-lay construction make this a cable 
v ery well suited for g ripl)ing and. :for rosisting weri.r, due to gripping action. 

Saddles 

In the e~rly days of tramw3Y construction, short saddles of the sta
tionary type were the only kind known. Although this type gave satisfactory 
service. the rocking type of sada.le is used today .'·:,lmos t entirely on to''Yers 
having only one point of support for the cables. Somo manufacturers make 
saddles of the rocking type 4 f ee t long. A sao.cUe of this kind does much to 
overco~e excaesive bending stresses in the track cable, especially at towers 
where the engle of deflection is large . On r 8,il structures, a cOID"bination 
stationary saddle and "bracket is used. The bracket is for bolting the rail 
in place just abOVe") tho point where t hecc"b le passes over the saddle. The 
carri er move:) from the cable to the rail on a ·uonnet, one end of which is 
bolted to the rail and the other end of which r eets over the cable. At the 
tension ststions, anchor statio;ls, Cinc. terminals, c ro ss saddles and parting 
saddles (fig. 7) arc; used for d.cflacting the cables to points of anchorage 
or tEnsion. 

The best known 
are of three types . 
means of a lever and 
steeppitch for about 
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Grips 

grips for a ttaChi ng the carriers to the traction cable 
IT). the Otto type ·the grippirie; ac,tion is obtained by 
a screw. The screw is provided with threads having a 
two-thirds of its length, the end having threads wi th 
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DESIGN OF AERIAL TRAMWAYS 

a tramway of any oan be , a 
made of the route. The must plotted 

survey must be 
accurately. 

both in elevation and ons and 
A careful structures are 

then made location, 
survey is 
at 

1- or 

In figuring the height and locations of the structures, it is 
necessary to make a on of the plotted 

locations 

I. 
2. 

a: 

it pos to locate certain obvious 
and from these 

After the heights 
with calculations to make the rest of the 

and locations of the structures are determined, 
to fit the 

the track and traction 
be the 

of their ive locations. 

necessary for a tram of 
factors: 

I..;(::I.IUCIA>.l.ty of the tram per hour .. 
traction rope. 

of the 
for t. 

5· The sag or maximum deflection. 
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Any tram permits of a certain choice in rope speed and capacity of 
individual carriers. Since the loading on ·the line varies inversely as the 
rope speed, the size of the track cable required will be a minimum when the 
rope speed is a maximum. However, high rope speeds should be avoided when
ever possible because of the difficulty of handling the carriers at the 
terminals. In tramway construction the tendency is to compromise on speeds 
from 450 to 500 feet per minute, or about 3 feet per second, although higher 
speeds are possible. 

For a tram with a capacity of 90 tons per hour, a rope speed of 8 feet 
per second, or 480 feet per minute, and carriers of 1,200 pounds capacity, 
the capacity per minute, the time interval, and the spacing are as follo\vs: 

Oapacity per minute = 90 x 2,000 = 3,000 pounds or 1-1/2 tons. 
60 

Time interval of carriers = 1,200 x 60 = 24 seconds. 
3,000 

Spacing = 480 x 21.~ = 
60 

192 feet. 

If the weight of the carriers is 570 pounds and the loading is assumed 
to be distributed uniformly, the loading per foot due to the loaded carriers 
is 1,200 T 570 = 9.22 pounds. On spans where there are three or more loads, 

192 
the cleflection or S3.g is nearly the same as if the loading were distributed 
uniformly. For most practical purposes, it is satisfactory to assume the 
latter. The size of the track cable necessary to support this load will be 
determined by the allowable sag or maximum deflection. The greater the sag 
the smaller will be the size of the cable required, as the tension varies 
inversely as the deflection or sag for any given load on a span. The allow
able sa~ depends upon so many practical considerations that there is no 
definit8 r ule by which it can be determined. For the purpose of showing 
calculat ions it may be taken as 1/19 of the longest span. 

Ordinarily, it is not knovrn accurately which is the longest span of a 
tram until all structure locations are known, and this, in turn, depends on 

. calculating cable deflections for the whole line. However, the length of the 
longest span generally can be determined wi th sufficient accuracy for pr.elim
inary calculations. 

From an inspection of the profile (fig. 8), it is apparent that for the 
conditions shown, the supports or towers must be placed at horizontal distances 
of 1,400 and 2,800 feet. After the cable ceflections for the spans, 0 to 
1,400 and 1,400 to 2,300 are calculated and plotted, it may develop that inter
mediate supports are necessar;j", but it is evident that the longes t span will 
be about 1,400 feet. 

Considering the span from horizontal coordinate 0 to coordinate 1,400: 
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1/19 of 1,400 - 75 feet (approximately), which is taken to be the max
imum allowable deflection for this span. 

In the formula H = wmn (1) JJ 
2t. cos ~; 

H = 75 feet :::allowable deflection at center of the span 

'II = total weight per foot of load and cable = 9.22 plus the weight 
of the cable per foot 

m = distance of the point from left support = 700 

n = distance of the point from right sup~ort ~ 700 

t= working tension of cable 

t$-::: the vertical angle of the inclined e-hord 

_ tail.l 

diff. elevation 
1,400 

10,030 - 9,600 = 17° 04 t 

1,400 

The ~eight of locked coil cable per square inch of cross-section area 
per foot is 3.1 pounds (determined from data furnished by manufacturers). 

The tensile strength of locked coil cable per square inch of CTOSS

sect ibn area is 112,000 pounds and the Vlorking tension is 32,000 pounds 
(safety factor 3.5) (determined from data furnished oy manufacturers). " 

Let A = the cross-section area of the cable requir~d. square inches 

Then 3.1A = ~eight per foot 

and 32,000A = working tension. 

Suostituting in formula (1) 

75 = (9·22 ~ 3·lA) (700 x 700) 
2 ~ 32,000A cos 17° 04 1 

= 4,517,800 + 1,519,000A 
61,184A 

A = 1.472 square inches 

If d ::: diameter of caole 

~2= A = 1.472 square inches and d = 1.37 inches or 1-3/8 inches. 

for the loaded side. 
lI~eele, Rooert, ForIl1Ula:( 18) :Mining Engineers t Handbook,2d ed. ,1927, p.1749. 
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For the empty side, the distributed I'Teight of the empty carriers is 
570 = 2.97 pounds per foot. 
192 

Substituting in formula (1) 

75 = (2·97 + 3·1A) (700 x 700) 
2 x 32,OOOA cos 17° 04' 

~ 1,455,300 ~ l,519,000A 
Sl,1B4A 

A = 0.475 square inch = 11 d
2 

~ 

d ~ 0.777 inch = the calculated diameter of the cable required on the 
empty side. Since locked con cRbles p.xe ma(ie in sizes to the nearest liB. 
inch and 0.777 inch is the minimlllll cUl,Deter for safe working conditions, 
the nearest size "oDove mu s t b e u s ed, which i s 7/8 inch. If heavy supplies, 
such as timber anel. rails, are to be hauled on the eI'lpty side, it VTould be 
advisable to use a cable of l-inch di ,').IDeter r 2thGr than one of 7/B-inch 
diamoter. 

The tension in the trc.ction cable is a ::1 inimum at the lowest point of 
the profile on the enpty side and a maximum a t the highest point on the 
loaded side. Tensi0n is qpplied at one of the terminals, usually the lower, 
to keep the cable taut. The D12ximum tension is equal to the appli ed tension 
at the lOWer terminal, plus the tension component of the weight of the cable 
and load.ed carriers, pltlS or minus the tension required to overcome frictional 
resistance on the line. Tension required to OV3rcome frictional resistance 
is generally less than 1 percent of the total and can be neglected·. It is 
plus where the cable moves up and. minus where it moves dovm. 

Let Tm = maximum tension, that is the tension at the highest point on 
the loaded side 

To = tension applied e.t lov.:-er terI!1inal 

V1 tension component of loads 

Vc ;:: tension C0L1pOnont of CCtblo 

Tf = tension required to ovorcome friction 

Then Tm = To t Vl T Vc t Tf. C 2) 
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In figure 8 the discharf.:8 terminal is at the lowest point and the 
loading taTIllinal at the highest point. Theclifference ,. in elevation between 
cable supports is"10,560 - 9,620 -= 9ltO feet. The tension component of the la-Moo. 
carriers a the distriouted w8ight'pe~/foot of the loaded carriers multi-
plied by the difference in elevation~ ~ 9.22 x 940 ~ 8,667 pounds. The 
tension component of the traction oable :: the weight of the cable,per .foot 
multiplied by the difference i4 elevation s 940 w, in which w uweight of 
cable per foot. If frictional resistance is neglected and the tension 
applied at the lower torminal is 1,000 pounds, formula (2) becomes 

Tm ;: 1,000 .+ 8,667 oj. 94aw. 

Extra strong 6 by 7 Lang-lay cable, whic}). is used on tramways, weighs 
1.90 pound.s :per foot . por square inch and has a working tensile strength of 
23,600 pouno.;; p9r square inch. (Determined from do.ta furnished by manu
facturers}. 

Let A !:: the cros8-ooction area of the cable .required. 

Then Tm . .,. 23,6ooA 

.;uHl w = 1.90A 

Substituting in the formula 

23,600A .. 1,000 + 8,667 + 940 x 1.90A, 

A ~ 0.443 square inch. 

If d. .. d.-iameter of the cable, 

d. !:: 0.75 or ~ inch. 

Effect 9f weight and. tension of traction cable 

On spans at the lovrer end of a system where tho tension in the traction 
cable is a minimum, mOst of the weight of carriers is supported. by the track 
cable. Ort some of the spans higher up, the tension might be about enot~h to 
balance the weight, whereas, on the sp.::uJ.s at the upper end the tension is 
often enough to produce an u~lifting effect on the carrier. On systems 

Vertical component 
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= 
Derivation of short-cut formula used 

Total Y[eight x sin. ~. 
Diff. dev. 

Weight per foot x span x 
Sprul 

~ Weight per foot x diff. elav. 
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Overhead rgller 

For overhead rollers - H =_--'!!!ftn!IIL __ _ 
2( t 1 t 2) coso. 

tl= tension in track cable 
tr tension in traction cable 
II = n = 1.1,2 S 
Q.= 0 

Figure 9.- Relative position of traction cable for overhead and low roll"ers on a horizontal span. 
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Figure 10.- Force diagram showing forces acting at 0, the 
point of support of the track cable. OA and OB are 
t!lllgent to the cable at the point of support and are 
equal to the tension in the cable. 

In the par al lelogrMl DARB, 

OA .= OB = tension in cable = T 
OR .. resultant .. 2 T sina. 

where a;= one-hal f the deflection angle. 
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where there is a great difference in elevation bet\"Teen the highes t and low
est points, it is very difficult to avoid some uplifting effect of the 
traction cable at the upper end. It might be enough that there would be a 
tendency to lift the ca rriers off the tre,ck cables, but usually it is not 
that serious~ A good 8T11u irical rule to follow is to design the system so 
that the sag of the empty track ca'ule viould never be more than the sag of 
the empty tracti on cable on the same span. Deflections for empty track and 
traction cables on any span can be ca lculated by finding the tension in each 
by formula (2) and then substituting these values in formul a (1) to find 
the maximum or· center deflection. 

Wi th oV8rhec},d rollers( see fig. 9), the cables are practically the 
samo distance apart at the supports a s at tho loads, and the defl oc tion can 
be calculated as if the two cables had common points of support and loading, 
as follows: 

In formula H = vmm 
2t cos r::: 

H .. deflection 

Vi t:: distributed we i ght of loads per foot + VTGight of track cable per 
foot + weight of traction ci1ble per foot 

m = distance from l ef t support 

n _ distance from right support 

t = tension in track cable + tension in traction cable 

0:: = vertical angle of the inclined chord .• 

The t ension in the traction cable for any spah is found by formula (2). 

Where the rollors on the tovre:..·s are placed 101'; , so that the carriers pass 
over them, a greater proportion of the '.'Teight of the traction cable falls on 
the track cable than is the case for overhead roll ers. In such cases , the 
~ffoct of the tr<:wtion cable on the sag becomes more complice.ted and is the 
greatost a t the carrier nearos t the support. For fl~t profiles, where the 
tension in the tra ction cable i s low or moder rtte, thi s effect is very slight 
and deflections may be calculated by considering the 'lieight of tho tl"action 
cable C'1 po..rt of the l op-cling on the track co,b le at the carriers and calculat
ing the defloctions accordingly. On the crests of ridges , wher e a number of 
towers must bo p laced at close intervaJ.s or where curved. rail structures 
are necessc:try, overhe ad roll crs should. alvTays be used. 

In all of the follo·,ving calculations in t his paper, the weight of the 
traction cable is neglected. 
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Calculations of Cable Deflections 

The size of the track cable required for the loaded SlQe has been 
determined as 1-3/8 inches in diameter. For carriers weighing 570 pounds 
and having a capacity of 1,200 pounds and spaced at 192 feet, the distrib
uted loading per foot on the loaded side is as follows: 

Loaded carrier - 1,770 ; 192 = 9.22 pounds per foot. 

1 3/3 inches locked cable weighs 4.56 pounds per foot. 

Total weight is 13.73 pounds per foot. 

For the SJlDIl from the discharge terminal to the first t01."Ter the 
horizontal distance is 1,400 feet. 

In the formula H _ vmm ( 1) 
2t cos ex 

H m unknown _ deflection at any point. 

W ... 13.78 ... He ight per foot of cable Dlus the distributed load. 

M ~ 200 a distance from point to left support. 

N ... 1,200 _ d.istance from point to right support. 

t 47,000 working tension of track cable (furni shdd by manufacturer). 

a ~ 17°04' _ vertical angle from support at loading terminal to support 
at structure at horizontal coordinate 1400. 

H = 13.73 x 200 x 1,200 = 36.3 = deflection at horizontal 
2 x 47,000 x cos 17°04' coordinate 200. 

From this formula, deflections at each 200-foot interval are found to 
be asfolloVTs: 

At horizontal coordinate 200, 36.3 feet from the inc1in8d chord. 
Do. 400, 61.3 do. 
Do. 600, 73·6 do. 
Do. 700, 75·1 do.(center deflection) 
Do. 300, 73·6 do. 
Do. 1,000, 61.3 do. 
Do. 1,200 36.3 do. 
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Since the difference in elevation of the points of support of the span 

from the discharge terminal to the fir s t tovrer is 430 feet, the difference 
in elevation of points on the i nclined chord at 200-foot intervals i s 430 ~ 
7, or 61.43 feet. The elevation of the cable at each int erval is as 
folloV7s: 

Elevation of support at dischnrge terminal .. 9,620. 

At horizontal coordinate 200, 9,620 + 61.4 - 36.8 = 9,644.6 

Do. 400, 9,620 't 122·9 - 61.3 = 9,681.6 

Do. 600, 9,620 t- 134·3 - 73·6 = 9,730·7 

Do. 800 , 9 ,620 + 245·7 - 73·6 :: 9,792.1 

Do. 1,000, 9,620 ... "}07.2 - 61.3 .. 9,865·9 

Do. 1,200, 9 , 620 + 363 . 6 - 36.3 :: 9,951.8 

Corrections for Variation in Tension Mel Concentra ted. Loading 

Thes e deflections aDd the correspondinb elevat ions are sufficiently 
accurate for all p:ractical :?urposes in tramway design. They are not 
en tirel y correct b8cause of c ertain assumptions regarding the formula and 
the manner in ''Thich it is ap>:lli ed . The differenc es in the deflections and 
elevations as shown, and the true values for t:ies~ quanti ties, ar o very 
small and &r8 'nell \'Ii thin tho a llowable limits r equired for tre.m\'7t:w design. 
The assump tions to vIhi-ch these differonces are due are, firs t, the formula 
H ~ wmn is th e formula of a parabola, YThereas the theoretical curvo 

2t cos iA formed by a ca'ble suspended betvieen tVIO supports is a 
cat en'J.ry . The fOrLmla of a par3.oo1a as sumes uniform loading alonE the in
clined chord, whereas ·the loading is actually unif or.m along the curve. 
Second, it is assumed that the tension is the sam e along all parts of the 
span, wher eas it actually incr8ases from the Im'1er support to the upper 
support, due to the cable being suspended in all inclined position. Third, 
it is assumed th~t the loading is uniformly distr ibuted along the whole 
span, v/hereas the loading due to the carriers is :lctually conc ent rat ed a t 
points 192 feet apar t on the curve •. 

The first of these assumpt ions CRn be o.isrogi:lrded entirely because 
deflections calculo. t ed by tho parabolic formula and the catenary formula 
will check to within an inch, except for extremely largo deflections that 
ordinarily would not occur in tram" .ray construction. 
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Differences in deflections due to difference in tension in the track 
cable along the inclined span are small and unimportant, but if the true 
deflections are desired they can be found by correcting for tension at e8.ch 
point and recclculating by formula (1) H <= 'ml1n • 

2t cos ex 

On the Sp2..Il from the discharge terminal to the first tower, the tension 
at the lower support on the loaded side is the applied tension of 47,000 
pounds. The tension at any point on this span is the tension at the 10VTer 
support plus the VTeight.of the cable per foot multiplied by the difference 
in elevation of that point and the lower support. 

Thus, elevation at lovrer support = 

elevation at horizontal coordinate 200 

Difference 

9,,620.0 

9,644.6 

24.6 

Tension at horizontal coordinate 200 = 47,000 + 4.56 x 24.6 = 47,112. 

In this \'lay the actual tension at each 200-foot interval is found to 
be as folloVTs; 

At horizontal coordinate 200, 47,112 pounds 

Do. 400, 47,281 do. 

Do. 600, 47,505 do. 

Do. 800, 47,785 do. 

Do. 1, 000, 48,120 do. 

Do. 1,200, 48,513 do. 

By using the actual or corrected tension in formula (1), Hm TIffin 
the deflections at e8.ch point can be recalculated. The 2t cos ex. 
resul ts of such rec8.1culations are shonn hereY'li th, and for comparison the 
results of the calculations in ¥Thich it is assumed the tension is constant 
are entGred in the right-hand column. 

5601 

Horizontal coordinate 

200 
l.~oo 

600 
300 

1,000 
1,200 

Deflections calculated 
for variablo tension 

36·7 
60·9 
72.3 
72·3 
59·9 
35·6 

- 20 -

Deflections calcu
lated for uniform 
tension 

36.8 
61.3 
73 .6 
73 .6 
61·3 
36.3 



The curve for the tension correctec. at ee.ch point is slightly flatter 
at the upper end than the curve determined oy assuming uniform tension. 
The maximum difference in this case is only 1.4 feet, which is well within 
the allowaole limit of error for thi s feature in tramway de'sign. O'n' ex
tremely long spans with steep inclination this difference may De as much as 
4 or 5 feet, in which ca se it might De important in determining the 
location and height of intermediate supports. 

For spans on which there are three or more concentrated loads, errors 
due to the assumption of uniformly distriouted loading are of even less 
amount than errors due to the assumption of uniform tension. Formulas for 
deflections at points of concentrated loading have been worked out by Fred 
C. Carstarphen of Denver.3! These formulas involve the use of the princi
pal of second differences , which is very ably discussed by Mr. Carstarphen 
in the publication referred to. The principal of second difference as 
applied to cable formulas and cable deflections is, briefly, this: The 
differences in the defl octions at points of successive concentrated loading 
are variable, but the di l. lerence of these cl,ifferences, or the second differ
ences, is constrult in each case. 

In applying the principal of second differences, the center deflection 
is calculated for the loads distributed symmetrically with respect to the 
center of the span. The second differences and the first difference at 
the center loads are calculatecc and the rest of the deflections are found 
by addition and subtraction. Three formulas for deflections and one for 
second differences are shown here. 

Case 1. Odd number of loads with one load at center of span. 

Deflection at the center is 

-l- ,!!s 
2 

8t 

Case 2. Even number of loads, with one of the center loads placed! 
beyond the center of span. The deflection at that load is 

y = E.1i I.n- n2 q + .u q21 + ws 2 ~/4 - L q2! (4) 
4t !_ 2 4 _J 2t 1_, 16 i 

Case 3. Even number of loads placed symmetrically to ·the center of the 
span, deflection at center is 

r--
y = ft In -

I 

~/ Carstarphen, F. C., A Simple Method of Computing Deflections of a Cable 
Span Carrying Multiple Loads Evenly Spaced: Colorado Sch. Mines ~iag., 
vol. 19, no. 12, Decemoer 1929, p. 15. 
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The second difference is 

~ [g +-waJ (6) 

In these formulas, 

g = weight of concentrated load. 

y = deflection from inclined chord. 

n = number of loarls; 

s horizontal distance b.etween supports. 

t = tension. 

a = horizontal distance between loads. 

q = Q:.. 

s 

" ' 

w = weight per foot of cable divided by the cosine of the 
vertical angle between supports. 

~ , .',...... " 

Note that the formula for second difference is not act'~ly a constant, 
except for horizontal spans as it involves the tension t, which, as we have 
already seen, is variable for inclined spans. In the following cru.culations 
it is assumed to be constant. 

Ordinarily only the first and the last of these formulas need be used. 
The other two might be useful for solving special problems. 

Applying equation 2 to the span from horizontal coordinate 0 to 
coordinate 1400 (fig. 8), we have: 

g = weight of loaded ca,rrier = 1,770 pounds. 

n = 7. 

s = 1,400. 

t = 47,000. 

a = horizontal spacing of loads 

= 192 x cos 17°041 = 184 feet 

w. = 4.56 = 4.77 • 
. ·· ·.Jot co s 17°041 
~ = 184 = .1314 

1400 
- 22 



Wi th one load in the center, there ',viII oe s even loads on the S1)an 
spaced at 148, 332, 516, 700, 884, 1,068 and 1,252 feet from the left support. 

Suostituting in formula (3), we have 

y = 1.770 x 1,400 
4 x 47,000 

= 50.7 + 24.8 

• 1 , 314, + 4. 77 x L 400 x 1. 4D0 
8 X 47,000 

75.5 = center deflection from inclined chord, 

and from formula (5), 

second difference = l8~, 
47,QOO 

= 10.37 

(1,770 + 4.77 x 184) 

The first difference at the center of the span is one-half the second 
difference, or 5.18. 

In the taole shown herewith, there a re seven COlwmlS with the center 
deflection entered in the fourth or center column of the fourth row, The 
second differences are entered in all .of the columns of the second row 
and the first difference for the center loads, between the third and fourth 
and the fourth and fifth columns of the third row. In filling out the 
ta.ble, it is necess8ry to start from the center and work ooth ways. The 
rest of the first differences are co,lcula,ted oy adding the second difference 
to each preceding first difference, and the rest of the deflections are 
ca.lculated oy suotracting each second difference from the preceding deflec
tion. For comparison, deflections ca,lculated by assuming uniform loading 
and uniform ten~ion are entered in the fifth row, and deflections calculated 
by assurr. ing uniform loading out corrected for tension at each load, are 
entered in the sixth row. 

Dist~;e from left suppo'rto. Ji4S' 13'32 i51b ~Tio6 ~T8-84-'i~1~-6bs" T,1,252 
-Second difference .......... ',' 10.37: 10.371 10.Y7110.37i 10.37 1 10.37 10.37 
First difference ••.... ..•.•• I 25~92 15.55 5.18 5.18 15.55 25.92 
Deflections calculated oy i I' I 
method of second difference. I 
Tension = 47,000 ...•...••.•• 1 28.9 54.8 i 70.3175.5 I 70·3 
Deflections c'.J.lculated oy I I j 
assuming uniform l<.mtting . I I 
and uniform tension. I I I 
Tension = 47,000............ 28.454.4 70.0 I 75. 1 70.0 
Deflections calculated oy I ! . ,I 

assuming uniform loading I 

54. 4 28.4 

but corrected for variation I 
in tension. Tension vB,ries 
fro m 4 0 to 48 62 ....... 28 • 4 4.1 68 .~6,---,,_...I.,.j.;~-'--"":;;;'&":-''-
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two 
variations in 

appro xi ma ti on 
of 
·the same as 

son of Methods of Calculations 

and the correct
here to show the 

connection with 

ences are 
loading. 

only refinements into 
From the foregoing table, it is 

are 
differ

concentrated 
differences in 

due in tension on span arc more 
than due to 

The effect of concentrated becomes more . where carriers 
ty are used. In cases, it would be advisable to use 

2, 3, or for where is necessary to determine 
the deflection wi th more than ordinary accuracy. 

All sub calculations in this will be based upon the 
of uniform t and uniform loading. 

The cable elevations and tted on 
the profile ( S). From is 

ant clearance at all zontal coordinate 
The elevation at this feet and the as 
calculated is 10,222.1 feet. This a clearance feet, which 
is not ant. A tower is this point and the elevations 
are recalculated and plotted On the profile, the position of 
the without the tower is shown by a broken line and the position with 
the tower a full 

The for 
as this, and sometimes 
to determine the most 

is not 
of the 

Ordinarily, a tower must be a minimum ground 
clearance. 
1400 to 

the general from horizontal 
zontal coordinate is concave. Thi.s es the em, 

owing to the that if the tower is m1n1mum to provide 

is 
clearance 

unloaded or 
the cables will lift out line 

Winds. 

There is no definite rule for det of such towers. 
Some s 10/ a construction curve det a 
tension eCiual to 1 1/2 "times the working tension and build the towers up 
to that curve. 



The elevation of the construction curve at horizontal coorQinate 2200 
is QetermineQ a~ follows: 

Working tension = 47,000 POUllQS 

Tension for construction curve = 1 1/2 times the working tension = 
70,500 POUllQS. 

Inclination of the chorQ from support at horizontal co orQinate 1400 to 
horizontal station 2800 = tan-l 10,480 - 10,050 ' = 170 04'. 

2,800 - 1,400 
Using formula (1), deflection at horizontal coordinate 2200 = H = 

13.78 x 800 x 600 = 49.1 " feet. 
2 x 70,500 x cos 17°04' 

Elevation of construction curve 
at horizontal coordi nate 2200 = 10,050 + 800 tan 17°04' - 49.1 

= 10,246.6 

Ground elevation at horiz9ntal 
coordinate 2200 = ~O,~~ 

Difference ::= 36.0, which is the' height of tower 
necessary to build ~~ to the construction curve. 

Calculation of Weight on Towers 

The weight of cables on a tower can be calculated by first calculating 
the angle of deflection at the tower and then finding the resultant force 
due to the tension in t~e cables. ~ne deflection angle is calculated by 
the formula tan ¢ = 4H - V (7) 11/ in which ¢ is the vertical 

S 
angle of the tangent to the cable at the point of support. V is the vertical 
distance. between the ends of the span, S is the span, and H is the deflection 
at the center. 

For the tower at horizontal co ordinate 2200, consider first the vertical 
angle of the tangent to the cable on the upper side of the tower. 

s = 600 

V = 10,480 - 10,246.6 = 233.4. 

H = the cable deflection at the center of the span and is calculated from 
formula (1) (using a working tens~on of 47,000 pounds) and is found to·be 
14.2 feet. (Tower chang es «from 17°04 t to 21\61.) 

il/ Peele, Robert, Formula (7): Mining Engineersl Handbook, 2d ed., 1927, 
p. 1747, 
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Then, tan ¢ = 4 x 14.2- 233.4 = -176.6 
600 600 

and ~ = 16°241 (the negative sign of the tan. shows that the angle is 
the negative of a negative angle, or in other words a positive angle.) 

For the angle on the lower side of the tower: " 
" . 

S = 800 

V = 10,246.6 feet - 10,050 feet = 196.6 feet 

H calculated from formula (1) = 24.2 feet (tower changesV( from 17°041 
to 1-3°48 1 ). 

Then tan ¢2 = 4 x 24.2 + 196.6 = 293.4 
800 800 

Therefore, the deflection angle is 20°08 1 - 16°241 , or 3°44 1 , and the 
angle between tangents is 180°00 1 - 3°44' = 176°161. 

In figure 10, OAis the tangent to the cable on the lower side of the 
tower'and OB the tangent to the cable on the upper side of the tower. If 
OA and OB are equal, and each represents the tension in the cable, then OR 
of the parallelogram OARB will represent the direction and magnitude of the 
resultant R, which is also the weight on the tower due to the cable. This 
is sol vedalgebraically by the forinula R = 2T Sin a, Ua), in which 1 a l 

equals one-half the deflection angle. 

For the tower at horizontal dJOrdinate 2200, a = t441 = 1052 1 

2 

T = 47,000 pounds 

Then R = 3,055 pounds'. 

This is the we~ght on the loaded side of the tower, assuming uniformly 
distributed weight on the cable. It varies as the loads approach and leave 
the tower. 

Design of -.itail Structures 

From formula (7) it is found that the deflection angles of structures 
at horizontal stations 1400 and 2800 are 20°22' and 21031', respectively, 
and, hence., rail structures or break-over towers must be used at tho,:oe points 
instead of towers having one point of ,s,upport only. 

In de~ignihg , a break-over tower" it is first necessary to decide upon 
the degree of curvature and the length. Each of these factors will depend 
upon the other and both will depend upon the nature of the ground where it 
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Elevation: Feet Elevation Feet 

0 10,480.00 0 10,478 . 99 
A 10,469.69 E 10,480 . 75 
B 10,473.45 F 10,481 . 82 
C 10,476.58 

Chords AB, BC, CD, DE, and EF = 9. 48 feet 

Figure 11.- TYPical rail stnlcture location. 

overhead rollers 

Fisure 12.- Sketch showing relative position of traction cable and carrier for overhead 
rollers and low rollers on rail structure of short radius. 
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is to be built. If the crest is very , it may be necessary 
to use a 
crest is 
to use a 

with a of curvature; I if 
it w0111d be more desirable necessary 

one with a radius curvature. 

towers with ra,cUi of curvatures are more desirable, but 
their cost is ar. Tiler'sfore, it would seem advisable to use as 
a radIus of curvature as is tent with construction costs the tram as 
a e. 

the ractl.us of curvature is decided upon" the of the structure 
and the elevations of the saddles are calculat very much the same as the 

and coordinates of Cl, circular railroad curve. In some 
cases, it llk~Y be desirable to decide on the first and from this 
late the radius of 

11, OA ancl OF are the 
po support at horizontal coordinEte 
is I 8..'ld we wish to b'lild a break-over tower 
at each of whi the cables will be deflected 
of six bents or six s of support will be If these 

are about 8 feet , the structure will be about 
measured along the c~'ve the rail, or, to decide upon something 

definite. say feet on each side of the assumed at 0, measured 
the It must be so that the cables will be, as 
pOSSible, to the curve at s A and F. The vertical 
tangents to the these points will different se 
of the 0, but for all purposes, we could use 
the , the true s can be very clo from 
the 

(8) approximate, 
cos:}, 

in which ttl is the vertical of the to the cable at a dbt~nce 
from the of assumed support ........ in this case feet. '" is the vertical 

of the inclined cho the assumed to the at the 
end of the J on the lower or left side and 

, on the upper side of the H is the of the 
cable at a distance feet from the of , calculated 
for~~la (1). H = 

2t cost:Y 

2d is measured s to the curve, it must be reduced 
to a horizontal distance for H. Since the es 
of the are not known, ChOTd will be 
suffici 

x cos = 44 .. 7 
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48 cos 8°_40' = 47.5 

H = 1~.78 x 44.7 x 555.~ == 3.9 at 48 feet to left of assumed support. 
2 x 47,000 x cos 21 15 t 

H == 1).78 x 47,5 x 482.~ == 3.4 at 48 feet to right of assumed support. 
2 x 47,000 x cos 21 15' 

For the vertical angle of the tangen~ to the cable at 24 feet to the 
left of 0., 

tan ¢ = 2 x 24 sin 2101~' + 3.9 
2 x 24 cos 21 15 t 

(8) 

For the vertical angle of the tangent to the cable at 24 feet to the 
right of O. 

tan ¢ == 2 x 24 sin 8039' - 3.4 
2 x 24 cos 8 30' 

(8) 

The total deflection angle == 25°26 1 - 4°28 1 = 20°58', and the deflection 
angle at each bent or point of support = 20°58' = 40 ll' 36". 

5 

The radius of curvature = __ --,-_ __ ...:;2~4 __________ _ 
tan 1/2 the total deflection angle 

= 24 = 129.7 feet: 
tan 10°29' 

The distance between the centers of the bents at their points of inter
section with the curve is the radius of curvature x 2 sin 1/2 the central 
angle for each bent or 129.5 x 2 sin 2°05' 48" = 9.48 feet. 

If the structure is built so that each bent will be normal to the tan
gent of the curve at its point of intersection, the first bent (bent A on 
the sketch, fig. 11) will~be inclined at an angle of 25°26' from the vertical, 
as shown. The inclination of the rest of the bents will be as follows: 

Bent A . . ......... 25°26 1 

Bent :B ..•••...... 25°26 1 - 4011'36lT = 21°14 1 2411 

° :Bent C ........... 21°14'2411 
- 4 11' 361' == 1 t02' 48 11 
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Fi~ure 13.- Force di ~ram of f i~ure 12 for l ow 
rollers. 

GW = wei~ht of loaded carri er, 
GT 1; tens ion in t raction cable below 

grip G, 
GR t= resul t an t of GT 1 and GW, 
GN is normal to the tr ack cabl e and GT2 

is the posi tion of traction cable . 
In the parallelogram GR tNT2 , 
GN = force normal to track cable and re

presents the str ai n on the carri a~e, 
GTrc t ension &hove the gri p G. 

----------
Rail 

Path of grip 
-- - -- - - --- ...... 

Rail 

A 
Carriage wheels held in 

place by 4-inch channel· 
iron hold·down 

Carriage wheels kept on 
track by weijht of carrier 

Figure 14.- Hold·down rollers used at terminals at the lower end of steeply inclined spans. 
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Note that the inclination for bent F is also the vertical angle of the 
tangent to the cables at 24 feet to the right of the assumed support. The 
elevations of points on the curve at the center of each bent or each point 
of support are calculated from the elevation of the assumed point of support 
at 0, and from the deflection angles at each of these points. 

Elevation of 0 (see fig. 8) = 10,480.00 
and, from figure II, 

Elevation A = 10,480.00 

Elevation B 

ElevC3.tion C = 10,473.45 + 9.48 sin (210 1412411 

Elevation D 10,476.56 + 9.48 sin (17°02 148" 

Elevation E 10,479.01 + 9.48 sin ° 0..2 51' 12" 

Elevation F 

2°05 148") 10,476.56 

2°05t481~) = 10,479.01 

2°05 148 11 ) = 10,480.78 

, 0 " 
Also, the elevation of F = 10,480.00 + 24 sin 4 28' = 10,481.87. 

From these elevations and from the topography at the location, the 
structure is designed and foundation plans drawn up. The posts may be ver
tical or inclined so that they will be perpendicular to the tangents of the 
curve at the points of intersection with the center lines. If the cables , 0 
enter eitheT end at an angle of 25 or more, the latter arrangement is more 
satisfactory and more economical because less bracing is required. 

High and Low Rollers 

On most break-over towers, the rollers for the traction cable are placed 
high enough so that they will be just under the grips as the carriers pass. 
These a.re commonly called overhead rollers, as distinguished from rollers 
that are pla.ced at some distance below the carriers. The object of overhead 
rollers is to eliminate excessive stresses in the cables and carriages. 
Figure 12 shows a c,arrier approaching a rail structure of short radius, and 
figure 13 shows a graphic solution of the forces acting on the cables when 
the rollers are below the carriers. From this, it is apparent that the force 
acting on.the cable and the carriages due.to tension in the traction cable 
is nearly twice as great as the force due to the weight of the load alone and 
the total force is three times as great as the weight of the load. Also, the 
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tension in the traction cable is about 20 percent .gr~ater than the normal 
tension would be. Figure 12 al-so shows the position of the traction cable 
for overhead and low rollers. When.O\Terhead ro],.le:rs .areused, the traction 
cable is kept nearly parallel to the track cable for all positions of the 
carrier as it ·approaches and~ hence, practically all excessive strains are 
eliminated. . . . . .. 

Special Problems 

A rather difficult problem arises when the cables enter a terminal 
at a steep negative angle. If there is mSch tension in the traction. cable, 
there is a tendency to lift the carriers off the cable or the rail as they 
enter or leave the terminal. Figure 14 shows two ways in which this 
uplifting action is t .aken care of. At A, the traction cable is keptparal
leI to the track cable by a roller placed very low, and the dip in the. 
rail brings the carrier down so. that the grip passes under the roller. By 
this arrangement there is no uplift except right at the dip, and here the 
carrier is held in place by a channel iron hold-down above the carriage 
wheels. This method is efficient but objectionable Decause it causes the 
carriers to swing annoyingly as they enter and leave the terminal. 

The arrangement shown at B has been found to be satisfactory when 
the tension in the traction cable is not too great, although there is an 
uplifting action over a considerable dist8nce and in places where it is 
impracti cal to place a guide or a hold-down. - It, works successfuJ.ly without 
guides or a hold-down of any kind in an installation in Colorado where the 
cables enter the lower termibal a;t an angle of. about 2Bo

; but in this case 
the terminal is at the lower end of the system, where the traction tension 
is at a minimum. With proper guides a~d hold-downs where the uplifting 
action is most intense, it would undoubtedly work with a much greater 
traction tension. 

The power developed or 

HP=l WV 
'( 33,000 

POWER 

requi red by a 
"-

± f L) S 
tram .is calcUlated by the formula 

Where W = the distributed weight of the loads only. 

v = the vertical distance between terminals. 

s = the speed of the traction cable in feet per minute. 

f = ~oefficient of frict~on. 

L = the total weight of all moving parts (loaded carriers, empty 
carriers, traction cable, and terminal machinery) • 
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The term fL, is negative when power is required and positive, when 
power is generated. 

Friction may be divided into line friction and terminal friction. The ' 
line friction is due to the rolling friction of the carriage wheels and 
the bearing friction in the carriage wheels and the rollers on the structures. 
The coefficient of friction for each of these items and also for terminal 
machinery is necessarily different. The coefficient of friction, as used in 
the formula, is, therefore, the coefficient for the system as a whole. Power 
required to overcome friction will vary from about 1/2 percent to2 1/2 per
cent of the total power required. 

CONDITIONS AFFECTING CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

The co-st of aerial tramways varies greatly for different sections of 
the country. Tramways having capaciti es of 35 to 50 tons per hour have 
been built for as little as $4.?5 per foot.g!· This cost can be -approached 
only in countries where it .is possible .to get an abundance of skilled labor 
at a reasonable rate, and wheTe it is possibJ.e to deliver all materials at 
the points where . tl).ey- are to be used by truC!;: or some o-ther low-cost method. 
The other extreme is probably represented in south','i'estern Colorado, where 
there is a-~scarci'ty of almost everything req-w. red and where much of the 
mat~riai for construction ' purposes (eveR water for concrete) must b~ 
deli vered by pack an-imals. · I n a country such as _thi s, a dependable tram 
will cost $10 per foot_or more. A lighter and leSS substantial' tram might" . 
be built for $8 a foot, 'but such . a tram could not be depended on -to operate 
succe~sfully during the severe storms that prev'crll iri. that -country ' during 
the winter months. Other things being the same, a snort tram will cost 
more per foot than a long tram, due to the fact that the terminals represent 
such a large percentage of the total cost. 

-. The following tabH~ 1J.! shows the cost of -equipment for tramways of a 
standard American make for capacities of 25 to ' ,100 tons per hour. The data 
do not include the cost of structures or installation costs. For lines 
requiring braking and control equipment, $175.00 to $850.00 must be added. 

12../ 
1J./ 

This cost based on new material. 
Carstarphen, F. C., Aerial Tramways: 
vol. 92, pp. 875-973. 
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Construction and inst~lation cost,s vary greatly accorqing to topography 
and the availability of labor and material. They may am9unt .to as little as the 
equipment costs in countries where the topography is favorable and the supply of 
labor and material is plen.tiful. In regions less favor<;l.ble they may amount to two 
or' three , times the equipment ,costs. ,. 

, ." CONQLUSION 

Nearly all of the large manufacturers of aerial tramways maintain efficient 
engineering staffs and can furnish accurate cost data to the prospective buyer. 
It should be remembered, however, that these data are based largely upon the 
costs of materials furnished by the manufacturer and his experience in building 
tramways. If the estimate is for a tram in a region with which the manufacturer 
is not familiar, it is possible that this estimate will not be accurate. A 
very good example of this is the case of a manufacturer making an estimate of 
$60,000 for a job that ultimately cost $98,000. 

The manufacturers of aerial tramways make every effort to provide a 
customer with the best installation for his needs. However, unless a prospective 
bu~er is , fam~liar wi~h the economic and engineering features of tramway construc
tion (which usually he is not)', it WOul d appe,ar prudent fo,r ' bIni to engage a 
competent tramway engineer to study hi s p roblem .a.nd advise him in making tEe 
purchase. 
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A FTER THIS R E P ORT HAS SERVED YOUR PURPOSE A N D IF YOU HAVE N O FURTHE~ NEED 

FOR IT, PLEASE RETURN IT TO THE BUREAU OF Mlt~ES. TH E US E OF THIS MAILING 

I.ABEL TO DO SO WILL BE OFFICIAL BUSINESS AND NO !"'OSTAGE STAM PS WILL BE RE

QUIRED. 

-------------------------------------- ---------- ------.. _-------- ----- ---- -- ~ ------- ---------- ------- -- -----=------------ --., 
i : 
1 UNITEJ STATES PEN ALTY FOR PRIVATE US E TO AVOID i 
I I 
I DEPARTMENT OF THE INi'ERIOR PAY MENT OF P OSTAGE, $ 300 I 

I BURE A U OF MINES I 
OFFICIAL BUSINESS 

RETURN P ENALTY LABEL 

THIS LABEL MAY BE USED ONLY FOR 

RETU R N I N G OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS, 

TH E ADDR ESS MUST NOT BE C:'IANGZO 

BUREAU OF MINES, 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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